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BACKGROUND

Arvada Fire Protection District (AFPD) maintains 
eight active fire stations, one dispatch center, 
and one training center throughout 41 square 
miles in the city of Arvada, the city of Wheat 
Ridge, and unincorporated Jefferson County in 
Colorado. The AFPD has 118 full time and part 
time employees. They also have 45 volunteer 
and volunteer reserve personnel. Together 
they serve 115,000 citizens. In 2009, the AFPD 
communications center answered over 45,000 
calls from citizens.

The AFPD operates a modern emergency 
communications center. The communications
center consists of 16 employees that oversee
all emergency communication for the AFPD’s
8 fire stations. In 2003, all AFPD dispatchers
became nationally certified as Emergency
Medical Dispatch (EMD) providers. The EMD
program is a nationally recognized priority
dispatch system. EMD is designed to obtain as
much critical information as needed.

“Every night I would go to sleep
worried that our phones would
be offline the next morning. ”

Scott Winberg

PROBLEM

The AFPD installed an on-premise IP PBX to
run their business communications. However,
they installed a single piece of hardware that
lacked any failover capability in the event of
a hardware or software malfunction. In the 
event of a system malfunction their phone 
communications would be completely down 
until one of their technicians could come 
onsite and reset the phone server. This 
problem became much more severe during the 
summer of 2011.

“We had our own phone server that started
having issues that we weren’t able to fix,”
summarizes Scott Winberg, Chief of 
Information Systems. “Every night I would go to 
sleep worried that our phones would be offline 
the next morning.”

This is no way to run a business and 
certainly not a way to run a mission critical 
operation. Reliable phone communications 
are a necessary component to any business. 
However, when your business is a mission 
critical emergency response operation like 
the Arvada Fire Protection District, phone 
communications become an essential and vital 
component of operations.
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SOLUTION

On a Friday afternoon in October 2011, the 
AFPD realized they needed a more reliable 
phone solution and so they began a search for 
a suitable vendor. Without knowing who to call 
first, the AFPD ran a search of hosted phone 
providers in Colorado. Winberg and Ross Vance, 
IT Specialist, led the search effort. One of the 
companies AFPD called was FluentStream 
Technologies. 

“I called FluentStream on a
Friday and they had us up and
running the next day on their

system.”
Winberg

Unlike the other hosted phone providers they
called, FluentStream Technologies actually
answered the phone. “We had never heard of
FluentStream Technologies before, but the
minute I started speaking with one of their
engineers I knew instantly that these guys knew
what they were talking about,” recalls 
Winberg. The AFPD shared with FluentStream 
Technologies all of the issues that they had
been experiencing with their existing phone
system. The team at FluentStream Technologies
immediately realized the AFPD needed a new
solution setup quickly. “I called FluentStream
on a Friday and they had us up and running the
next day on their system,” said Winberg.

The very next day (on a Saturday), 
FluentStream Technologies converted the 
AFPD’s on-premise IP PBX over to a fully 
hosted phone solution. The AFPD was able to 
keep and reuse all of their existing phones. 
FluentStream Technologies simply provisioned 
all existing phones to work with the new fully 
hosted phone solution. In addition, temporary 
numbers were set up while the AFPD’s existing 
numbers were in the process of porting over 
to FluentStream Technologies. Incoming calls 
to the AFPD’s number would still be received 
without disruption. The solution offered by 
FluentStream Technologies allows customers 
to reuse existing equipment and keep all 
existing local and toll-free numbers.

The AFPD is able to self-manage their phone
system via an intuitive web portal. This 
allows Scott and his team to make changes 
to extensions, numbers, inbound routing, and 
any other required changes via the Internet 
regardless of their actual location. Scott and 
his team no longer have to come into the office 
to administer changes on their phone system.
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EXPERIENCE

FluentStream Technologies is a Denver, CO 
based, fully hosted phone solution provider. 
FluentStream Technologies provides the 
industry’s best call quality and service 
reliability, with a Service Level Agreement that 
guarantees 99.99% up-time. 

Three core principles drive
FluentStream Technologies:

• Trust

• Price

• Experience

The Customer Experience team is all US based,
friendly, and knowledgeable. FluentStream 
Technologies can manage every aspect of your 
phone system on the back end at no additional 
cost, or give you the tools and training to 
manage internally as they have done with the 
Arvada Fire Protection District. “They have gone
out of their way to make us happy, and we are!
I am so glad that I don’t have to think about
our phone system anymore!” exclaims Scott
Winberg.

“They have gone out of their
way to make us happy and we

are! I’m so glad that I don’t
have to think about our phone

system anymore!”
Winberg
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